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For the seventh consecutive year, Harper Grey has been recognized by Benchmark
Canada: The Definitive Guide to Canada’s Leading Litigation Firms and Attorneys 2019
with the highest ranking – “Highly Recommended” local litigation firm in British
Columbia. The “Highly Recommended” ranking is given to those leading law firms held
as dominant in their jurisdiction.
Identifying Harper Grey as an “historically esteemed institution in the Vancouver legal
Market boasting bench strength in several key specialty areas” the Guide goes on to
indicate that “dedicated clients also remain steadfastly appreciative, turning out in
impressive numbers to champion the firm”. One such client raved “This team has
provided outstanding legal service. They are prompt, responsive, and communicative.
They are strong strategists and provide well researched, experienced legal advice. We
work with many firms, and Harper Grey stands out. One member of the team remembers
every interaction, memo, pleading and document. They understand a very complicated
file and address it with ease and candor. We very much appreciate their strong
advocacy.”

Benchmark Canada’s Guide includes results that are a culmination of a four-month
research period that allows their researchers to conduct extensive interviews with
litigators and their clients. During these interviews, they examine recent casework
handled by the firms and ask sources to offer their professional opinions on litigators
practising within their province or practice area(s) across the country.
We are genuinely appreciative of the time our clients take to provide feedback during
this process and indeed they are the reason we enjoy such stellar recognition.
Read more about Benchmark Canada, their in-depth editorial content and
methodology here.
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